STUDY GUIDE
Abundant, Clean, and Safe
KEY TERMS:

carbon free
safety

nuclear energy
radiation

global warming
anti-nuclear movement

NOTE-TAKING COLUMN: Complete this section during the
video. Include definitions and key terms.

CUE COLUMN: Complete this section
after the video.

1. How much of its power does France get from nuclear
energy?

1. Considering the rapidly rising rate
of the human population, what makes
nuclear energy so good for the planet?

2. What happens to nuclear waste generated in the U.S.?

2. What is contributing to nuclear power
not being developed rapidly around the
world?

3. What has helped make it prohibitively expensive to build
new nuclear plants or even to keep old ones running?
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Discussion & Review Questions
1. At the beginning of the video, Mr. Shellenberger contends that, “France gets 70% of its
power from one carbon-free source. Sweden 40%. Switzerland 36%. The United States 20%.
For those who wish to create a world free of carbon emissions, France is clearly the role
model. That source of energy, by the way, is not solar or wind. It’s not coal, oil or natural gas,
either. It’s nuclear. Nuclear energy is not only cleaner than all other forms of energy. It’s also
cheaper to create, abundant, and safe.” Why do you think that some people wish to create a
world that is free of carbon emissions? Explain. What do you think makes nuclear energy so
much cleaner, cheaper, abundant, and safer than other forms of energy? Explain.
2. Mr. Shellenberger then asks, “So, if the world is going to end in a few years because
of global warming due to rising CO2 levels, why aren’t we going all out to produce this
abundant, clean, and safe form of energy? Why aren’t there dozens of nuclear power plants
in development all over the world?” How would you answer Mr. Shellenberger’s questions?
Do you think that the Left’s argument that ‘global warming is going to wipe out humanity,
but we can’t do nuclear energy because it is too risky’ makes any sense? Why or why not?
3. Later in the video, Mr. Shellenberger explains that, “... the anti-nuclear movement with
the help of their media allies have spent a tremendous amount of time and money
obscuring the facts. They’re more interested in filing lawsuits against this particular form
of clean energy than telling the truth about it. Those endless lawsuits have helped make it
prohibitively expensive to build new plants or even to keep older ones running.” Why do you
think an anti-nuclear movement exists? Why do you think that they go to such great lengths
to obscure the facts about nuclear energy since it is the case that if they were to instead
help the general public to understand the facts better then they could be contributing to
saving the world rather than opposing the best solution for the planet? Explain.
4. Mr. Shellenberger goes on to note that, “... one of the anti-nuclear groups that now litigates
against nuclear energy, the Sierra Club, was once a great proponent. The legendary early
leader of the club, Will Siri, saw it as the best chance to preserve wildlife. ‘Cheap [nuclear]
power in unlimited quantities is one of the chief factors in allowing a large rapidly growing
population to preserve wild lands, open space, and land of high scenic value,’ he told the
club in 1966.” In what ways do you think nuclear power could be such an important factor
in preserving precious wildlife and its habitat? Explain. Why do you think that the Sierra Club
changed from supporting nuclear power to opposing it so vehemently?
5. Towards the end of the video, Mr. Shellenberger concludes that, “It would take dozens of
wind and solar farms, covering thousands of acres of land, to match the energy a single
nuclear power plant could produce. From both an environmental and clean energy point of
view, there’s no contest. If you want to save the planet, then you want to go nuclear.” In what
ways do you think nuclear energy could actually save the planet? Explain. Do you agree with
Mr. Shellenberger’s conclusion here? Why or why not?
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Extend the Learning:
Case Study Nuclear energy
INSTRUCTIONS: Read the article “Can Nuclear Energy Save the Planet,” then answer the
questions that follow.
1. What inspired Dr. Goldstein to write his book? What approach has kept energy
prices low and stable for consumers in Sweden? What did Dr. Qvist say his book and
his work is trying to figure out? Why did Dr. Goldstein say that they are so focused on
nuclear power in particular? How does Swedish/French model of building nuclear
power into their power grids compare to the German model? In 60 years of nuclear
power, how much safer is it than coal in terms of injuries or deaths? How much
more concentrated is nuclear fuel waste compared to fossil fuel waste? What does
Dr. Goldstein think will happen if nuclear reactor construction became centralized
and standardized? What does Dr. Qvist say could happen if reactors were to be
built at the same rate as in the ‘80’s? Why are Dr. Goldstein and Dr. Qvist in favor of
carbon pricing? What did Dr. Goldstein note about carbon emissions in the U.S. last
year? What is Dr. Qvist’s moral imperative concerning carbon pricing?
2. Do you agree with Dr. Goldstein and Dr. Qvist that due mainly to being able to scale
so quickly that the world should focus on propagating nuclear energy in particular?
Why or why not? What might the consequences be if the world does not buy into the
worth of developing nuclear energy? Explain.
3. What do you think it will take to change the minds of those who oppose nuclear
energy? Do you think that nuclear energy should be widely adopted and
implemented into grids across the globe? Why or why not?
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https://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/can-nuclear-energy-save-the-planet/

C a n N u c le a r E n e rg y S a v e th e P la n e t?
Joshua Goldstein and Staffan Qvist have a plan to save the world – from climate change
disaster. In their new book, A Bright Future: How Some Countries Have Solved Climate Change
and the Rest Can Follow, the authors advocate for the use nuclear energy to supplant the
consumption of fossil fuels and ease the carbon emissions that are choking the planet. They
contend that a combination of nuclear and renewables is the best path to slowing climate
change. Goldstein is a professor emeritus of international relations at American University, and
Qvist is an energy engineer and consultant to clean energy projects around the world. They
recently visited the Knowledge@Wharton radio show on SiriusXM to talk about their book. The
following are key takeaways from the interview.
What inspired this book?
Goldstein said he was drawn to the issue of climate change by his children, who convinced him
that it deserved his attention. He has a deep desire to “leave a livable world” for his children, but
he grew up against the backdrop of nuclear power in the 1960s and 1970s and wasn’t sure that
was the solution.
However, the more Goldstein explored the idea, the more he opened his mind to the possibilities
of nuclear energy. “Although I had always been against nuclear power, I learned that you just
about can’t do it without nuclear power,” he said. “Then I started to study nuclear power and
how Sweden had done just that. It led to the book, and I found Staffan to coordinate with.”
Qvist, who is from Sweden, is familiar with the benefits of nuclear energy. His native country
has a de-carbonized energy grid that relies on nuclear energy, hydropower and bioenergy. That
approach has kept energy prices low and stable for consumers.
“Sweden doesn’t have any fossil fuel resources, so from an energy security supply standpoint,
Sweden chose to go down the nuclear path, and it has served us very well,” Qvist said. “What
we’re trying to figure out now with this book and our work is, could other countries follow this
model?”
Why are nuclear energy and renewables the answer to slowing climate change?
Quite simply, the world is running out of time. Changes need to be made and fast, the authors
said, and they need to be large in scale.
“We need so much clean energy by the mid-century that we feel we should use everything we
can, and that means build out as many renewables as we can, use as much hydroelectric power as
we can — anything that will work,” Goldstein said. “But at the core, the reason we’re focused on
nuclear power in particular is that it scales up much faster than anything else.”
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He noted that Sweden and France used nuclear power to put energy on their respective grids five
times faster than Germany, which has been working to incorporate renewables. “That means
what we might be able to do worldwide in 30 years using the Swedish/French model could take
us up to 150 years with the German model, and we just don’t have that kind of time.”
Qvist agreed and said pairing nuclear power with renewable sources such as wind or hydropower
creates cheap, dependable energy. He described Sweden’s nuclear and hydropower combo as a
“nice synergy/symbiosis system.”
Why is the United States reluctant to rely on nuclear energy?
Fear is one reason why Americans don’t like nuclear energy, and cost is another.
In 1979, radiation leaked from a partially melted nuclear reactor at Three Mile Island in
Pennsylvania. In 1986, more than 30 people died after exposure to radiation from the Chernobyl
nuclear disaster in Ukraine. And in 2011, a tsunami touched off the second-worst nuclear
accident in history, causing three reactors to overheat at the Fukushima Daiichi plant in Japan.
Those events loom large in the minds of Americans.
But in 60 years of nuclear power, it’s been proven to be 400 times safer than coal in terms of
injuries or deaths, Goldstein said.
“There’s a lot of misunderstanding,” he said. “Similarly, nuclear waste is quite misunderstood.
People don’t realize how miniscule the quantities are. It’s so much more concentrated than fossil
fuels or anything else, that you could live your entire life with an American-style electricity use
— all from nuclear power — and generate waste that would fit in a soda can.”
That waste is currently stored in casks that are certified safe for 100 years, he said. Perhaps by
then, scientists will have found methods to re-use the waste. “That’s the 100 years when we need
to be solving climate change,” Goldstein said. “So, nothing’s perfect, but nuclear has been
struggling because people don’t treat it normally the way you would anything else, with costs
and benefits.”
Nuclear is also expensive to develop, costing billions upfront that is returned over 60 to 80 years.
That’s a tough proposition for investors, especially amid changing regulations.
Is there a cost-efficient model for building nuclear power plants?
Nuclear reactors would become cheaper if manufacturing was both centralized and standardized,
the authors said. Like a Boeing jetliner, the reactor would come off an assembly line then be
shipped to its location, instead of being built on site. “If we can make that project work, Staffan
and I think that more than 100 nuclear reactors worldwide per year could come onto the grid, and
it would make a big difference in reducing carbon emissions,” Goldstein said.
Some companies are already working on such designs, Qvist said. He mentioned Oregon-based
NuScale Power, which designs and markets small, modular reactors. “I should emphasize that
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even if we just built like we used to — like the United States built reactors in the ’80s — just
applying that rate today would decarbonize the U.S. electricity system by mid-century if we
normalize for the size of the economy. We are basically extending a positive case here. This is
imminently doable, and we have historical data to back up that we could do this if we just put our
focus on it.”
Would carbon pricing help move this idea forward?
Both the U.S. House of Representatives and the Senate have proposed legislation that would
require carbon pricing, which is a tax on companies that produce carbon emissions. Ostensibly,
carbon pricing would incentivize companies to reduce emissions and innovate to find solutions
to climate change. But will it really work? The authors are in favor of the proposal. Not only will
carbon pricing help reduce the amount of particulate from coal, but any increase in the cost of
using coal makes nuclear a more competitive option.
“Right now, the big issue in the United States is natural gas is plentiful and cheap,” Goldstein
said. “The same companies that own nuclear plants also own natural gas plants. Even though
nuclear power is coming in at less than 5 cents a kilowatt-hour, natural gas may be 3 cents a
kilowatt-hour. Then it’s easier for them to just close down a nuclear plant ahead of its useful
lifetime and put in more natural gas plants. That’s fine for them. They make money. We get
electricity, but then we’re not reducing our carbon emissions.”
He noted that carbon emissions in the U.S. increased last year, according to some reports.
“We’re moving in the wrong direction. We need to be dropping them fast.”
For Qvist, carbon pricing is a moral imperative. “I think if you pollute and you kill people from
your business activities, you should bear the cost of that. So, I’m all for a carbon tax and a fee
that includes the external costs,” he said. “That’s part of the success story in my home country.
We have a very high price for emitting carbon in Sweden.”
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QUIZ

Abundant,Clean,and Safe
1.

France gets _______ of its power from nuclear energy.
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

How many people die worldwide each year from air pollution?
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

70%
60%
50%
40%

Fewer than 200
1.4 million
2.3 million
4.2 million

The amount of radiation that leaked at the Three Mile Island nuclear accident was no
more than one might receive taking a chest x-ray.
a. True
b. False

4.

Nuclear waste is ______________________________.
a.
b.
c.
d.

burned off in small amounts at a time
periodically flushed into the ocean to dilute it to safe levels
easily and safely buried in steel containers encased in concrete
processed and converted to non-harmful substances

5. What has helped make it prohibitively expensive to build new nuclear plants or even to 		
keep old ones running?
a.
b.
c.
d.
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QUIZ: ANSWER KEY
Abundant,Clean,and Safe
1.

France gets _______ of its power from nuclear energy.
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

How many people die worldwide each year from air pollution?
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

70%
60%
50%
40%

Fewer than 200
1.4 million
2.3 million
4.2 million

The amount of radiation that leaked at the Three Mile Island nuclear accident was no
more than one might receive taking a chest x-ray.
a. True
b. False

4.

Nuclear waste is ______________________________.
a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

burned off in small amounts at a time
periodically flushed into the ocean to dilute it to safe levels
easily and safely buried in steel containers encased in concrete
processed and converted to non-harmful substances

What has helped make it prohibitively expensive to build new nuclear plants or even to
keep old ones running?
a.
b.
c.
d.
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